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ABSTRACT

In recent years, interest in mindfulness practices has swept through the medical community as mounting regulations increase burnout and challenge physicians’ roles, responsibilities, and work-life balance. Despite its modern resurgence, several mindfulness practices have their roots in Buddhist tradition and manuscripts dating hundreds of years after Buddha’s death. In the West, another variant of mindfulness proceeds from the Christian tradition emphasizing spiritual reflection on biblical teachings and God’s interactions. With scientific advancements unearthing the neurological mechanisms involved in meditation and mindfulness, the medical profession has attempted to bridge the intersection between science and religion. Within this overlap, faith and spiritual practices may become an essential component for the physician-patient relationship and treatment plan. Overall, the crossing lanes between science and religion may represent a paradigm shift that merges empirical studies in medical practice with faith along with patient experience with illness towards a new understanding of the relationship between spirituality and medicine.
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In recent years, interest in mindfulness practices has swept through the medical community as mounting regulations increase burnout and challenge physicians’ roles, responsibilities, and work-life balance. As Dr. Ronald Epstein explained, “Physicians and patients are disillusioned, frustrated by the fragmentation of the health care system. Patients cannot help but notice that I spend more and more time looking at computer screens and less time face-to-face. They experience the consequences of the commodification of medicine that has forced clinicians’ focus from healing of patients to the mechanics of health care.” Previous studies showed that patients who practiced mindfulness concepts reduced several psychiatric conditions, such as stress, anxiety, chronic pain, and substance abuse.\textsuperscript{2–4} Furthermore, several neurological studies have suggested that mindfulness practices increase neuronal activity in brain regions associated with emotional responses.\textsuperscript{5–8} In general, “mindfulness functions to decouple pleasant and unpleasant experience from habitual reactions of craving and aversion, by removing the affective bias that fuels such emotional reactivity. It is the absence of emotional distortions … that allows mindfulness practitioners to ‘see things as they are.’”\textsuperscript{9} Although originally applied to pain and stress management, mindfulness practices have become an integral component of the physician-patient relationship and modern medical education programs.\textsuperscript{10,11}

Despite its modern resurgence, several mindfulness practices have their roots in Buddhist tradition and manuscripts dating hundreds of years after Buddha’s death.\textsuperscript{12,13} Many Buddhist meditation traditions emphasize self-awareness, detachment, and emotional balance.\textsuperscript{10} Specifically, “meditation teaches us how to relate to life directly, so we can truly experience the present moment, free from conceptual overlay. … Meditation is about compassionate openness and the ability to be with oneself and one’s situation through all kinds of experiences.”\textsuperscript{14} Furthermore, Pema Chodron, a well-known Buddhist teacher, argued that Buddhist meditation provides the practitioner greater steadiness, clarity, courage, attention, and resilience.\textsuperscript{14} In this context, mindfulness comes through dispassionately analyzing each experience and thought while maintaining an openness to additional possibilities and perspectives. The specific thrust is on confronting suffering by transcending it and viewing its existence as fleeting and phenomenal.\textsuperscript{15}

In the West, another variant of mindfulness proceeds from the Christian tradition emphasizing spiritual reflection on biblical teachings and God’s interactions.\textsuperscript{16,17} Specifically, Christian meditation focuses individuals on their personal salvation through Jesus Christ and the loving works of God.\textsuperscript{16,17} As Edmund P. Clowney explained, “The meditator centers his
mind on one subject; he reflects on many relationships and aspects of the subject but keeps coming back to the central thought. The pattern of his thought keeps looping back to the center … and [is] directed and informed in his own reflections on the Word of God. 18 Furthermore, Christian meditation deepens the union between the individual and the divine to “create the emotional and spiritual space which allows Christ to construct an inner sanctuary in the heart.”19

Taken together, Eastern and biblical meditation methods encompass a broad range of varieties and practices, even within the same religious spectrums. Common to most Eastern expressions is an attempt to quiet or even “empty” one’s mind of typical thought patterns that often occupy us throughout our normal, noisy days. Further, it is often said that meditation quiets one’s fragmented reasoning processes. To achieve these goals, many Eastern practitioners repeat a single word (mantra), concentrate on an unsolvable puzzle (koan), or engage in a chanting worship style (puja), each of which is supposed to help attain new levels of consciousness.20 Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, the founder of transcendental meditation, explained that the goal of practicing meditation is to quiet the mind and make it inactive so that one may interact with spiritual beings or realities in alternative worlds.21

In contrast, the pattern discussed in both the Old and New Testaments emphasizes a different approach. Rather than having an empty mind, the mind is occupied by contemplating a truth, such as key Scripture passages, God’s attributes, God’s promises, or even the reality of heaven. This approach emphasizes an active mind, whereas its Eastern counterpart encourages more passivity, including the idea of being acted upon. Christian meditation is directed outward to a personal God, whereas Eastern methods are more person directed, emphasizing inwardness and a more impersonal view of deity.

Another difference is that biblical meditation avoids any use of mantras, koans, chanting, or other helps, though there are a few parallels. Initiating the process of mindfulness by proper posture or breathing techniques is not a requirement, though beginning by being comfortable makes sense. Other differences between the two meditation models depend on the theological views involved. Eastern beliefs often emphasize the ultimate divinity of the individual as she seeks ultimate union with God, the Ultimate, or the universe, depending on the specifics of the belief system. Further, such a goal of union is frequently expressed in terms of losing oneself, especially one’s ego, and recognizing that the material world is maya (at least ultimately unreal), in favor of becoming one with the whole of reality.22 According to the Judeo-Christian outlook, meditators always maintain their distinct, nondivine personhood while pursuing fellowship with God.

Eastern meditation is probably the better-known model, even in the West. Both views promise increased freedom from daily stress, confusion, and care. The meditator in the Buddhist tradition is promised the possibility of reaching a state “of profound peace, satisfaction, joy and freedom.” When the hindrances are eliminated, “then happiness is born, to happiness joy is added, with his mood joyful his body becomes relaxed.”23 Speaking of the Judeo-Christian perspective, J. I. Packer stated, “There is no peace like the peace of those whose minds are possessed with full assurance that they have known God, and God has known them, and that this relationship guarantees God’s favour to them in life, through death, and on forever.”24 The distinct emphases between the relative views, Eastern, Middle-Eastern, and Western, are manifest in these quotations. The Eastern religions keep their emphasis chiefly on the personal, psychological areas, asking less about evidence focusing on experience. The Judeo-Christian emphasis could be said to begin first with philosophical and biblical truth, followed by personal application.25

With scientific advancements unearthing the neurological mechanisms involved in meditation and mindfulness, the medical profession has attempted to bridge the intersection between science and religion.9,26–29 Despite their different perspectives, science and religion “encourage alternative ways of thinking about reality. … Buddhism offers a tried and tested way of observing and altering, through careful attention to meditation, whereas neuroscience can show how meditation practices result in physiological changes in the brain.”30 Furthermore, several clinical studies on prayer showed improved health outcomes and, in some cases, miraculous healings among patients who regularly prayed.31 For example, Candy G. Brown, a professor of religious studies at Indiana University, examined several well-documented healing cases within a Christian context and argued that miraculous healings encouraged further exploration and interface between science and religion, which she plans to examine further.32 As Jeff Levine summarized, “With all of the healing prayer going on, and with published evidence of inexplicable healings attributed to mysterious phenomena including spontaneous remission, efficacious healing prayer may represent a normative if largely undocumented part of the therapeutic backdrop of American life.”31

Within this overlap, faith and spiritual practices may become an essential component for the physician-patient relationship and treatment plan. As Harold Koenig explained,
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While religion, medicine, and nursing have in modern times become largely separate, there are inklings of change. In 1990, fewer than five medical schools in the United States taught students about the role that spirituality played in the lives of sick patients. Today, over 90% of the 122 U.S. medical schools now have either content in required courses or elective courses on religion, spirituality, and medicine.33 Beyond the physical and emotional challenges, patients experience several existential struggles concerning their identity, worldview, and mortality, which often produce fear and anxiety in confronting the lack of control and certainty. Specifically, most people walk through life mistakenly believing they can control most things… Loss of control, lack of certainty, constant change: many people describe illness as an emotional roller-coaster ride…. Realizing that in fact they can slow down and see things as they are, without blinders, and learn ways to hold the strong emotions and sensations
that arise can be transformative. … Hence change occurs not only through training the mind in formal meditation practice, but via a shift in attitude and perspective that allows people to see their illness in a new light, without allowing fear to consume them and drive behavior. 35,36

Overall, the crossing lanes between science and religion may represent a paradigm shift that merges empirical studies in medical practice with faith along with patient experience with illness toward a new understanding of the relationship between spirituality and medicine. Increasingly, empirical studies examining prayer and healing have brought the two domains closer together. For example, two double-blind prayer experiments showed a statistically significant difference in clinical outcomes for patients admitted to a coronary care unit. 35,36

In both cases, the prayers were offered by orthodox Christians and neither they nor the patients knew who was being prayed for. But it is not a question of a dichotomy here between empirical science on one side and religious faith on the other. As David Brooks summarized, “This new wave of research … [has] science and mysticism joining hands and reinforcing each other.”37
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